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Abstract— Failure in wheels mainly occurs when the train travels on a curved track.
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applied on the wheel while in contact with the rail. Three-dimensional finite element
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forces on the wheels. The Interaction between left and right wheel is considered. The
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When a train runs on a curve maximum load on one wheel. Three types of forces are

model of the wheel rail interaction is used to investigate the effect of applied loading
wheels are analyzed for the effect of forces on wheels such as Vertical force, Centrifugal
force and also Lateral force. This paper also discusses the comparison of safe speed and
radius of curvature. The model has been created in Catia software and the finite element
analysis has been done in software code and ANSYS. The proposed simulation accurately
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shows the real geometry and the wheel rail interface. The numerical results show that the
speed and radius of curvature are inversely proportional.
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I. INTRODUCTION

gravity and inertia force of the lateral and vertical
vibrations, can be driven from the gravity c outside of the

Rail transportation is considered to be the safest one

external (high-rail) rail when operation is much faster than

worldwide. Because rail transit is complicated, such

the speed-limit set by the curved track. [1, 6-8]

tragedies appear to be difficult to entirely eradicate,
regardless of the amount of money spent on improving the
protection. Due to the constant rise in train speed, further
safety is required in rail operations. In general, by using a
safety process, the rail sector is always focused on
decreasing the possibility of an unwanted Derailment. For
example, in the case of breakdowns in mechanical parts
that control the wheel on rails or in an aberrant conduct of
the driver, these techniques don't always look adequate.
Conducting at a pace in speed zones [1-5].
The main mechchanism explains that the resulting force
vector, whose components include the centrifuge force,

Figure 1. Forces acting on wheel [3-5]
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In this paper we have considered a wheel set of WAG9
and the weight of the engine has been divided with the
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number of axles. A FEM has been used for analysis of
curved track and wheel. A three dimensional model has
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been created and analysis of the model is done by applying
three different type of forces such as Vertical force, Lateral
force and Longitudinal force.
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II. VERTICAL FORCE
These are the reaction forces that act on the wheel in
the vertical direction. Reaction force is just a reaction
developed when we apply a force. This force acts in X
direction. These reaction forces vary with speed. We need
to consider the axle as a beam and the reaction forces are
acted on the wheel. There are various parameters which
affect the design and maintenance of horizontal curves are
radius (R), cant/superelevation (C), equilibrium speed
(Veq), cant deficiency (Cd), cant excess (Cex) and cant
angle. The dimensions to analyse the lateral effect on the
track over broad gauge (BG) track [9-14]. Some of the
Figure 2. Distribution of forces [3-5]

considerations are shown in the table below which will
help us to calculate resultant forces.

Gyroscopic couple,

TABLE 1

C = I ωw cosθ ωp

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR SOLVING FORCES.
Chord

Curve

angle

radius

Safe speed

Cant or Super

Cant

(km/hr)

elevation

angle

Reaction at gyroscopic couple,
RGA = RGB = CG/x

(m)

Reaction at outer rail,

1°

1750

180.34

256.08

8.68

2°

875

124.83

245.39

8.32

3°

583.34

99.69

234.75

7.97

4°

437.5

84.34

224

7.61

5°

350

73.62

213.38

7.25

6°

291.67

65.50

202.69

6.89

7°

250

59.03

192.06

6.53

8°

218.75

53.66

181.37

6.17

9°

194.45

49.08

170.07

5.81

10°

175

45.08

160

5.45

RB = ↑RwB + ↑RGB
Reaction at inner rail,
RA = ↑RwA - ↓RGA

By using the table 1, two reaction forces can be
Figure 3. Graph of reaction forces

calculated. One reaction is on the inner rail and another
reaction is on the outside rail. The below diagram shows

III. LATERAL FORCE

distribution of forces [3-5].
The force acting in the direction parallel to the ground

Formula for finding resultant forces,

and perpendicular to the direction of gravity traction of the
RwA = Ra =

earth is called lateral forces. It is different from
longitudinal force in such a way that in case of lateral
(1)

force, the path of the force is parallel to the plane of

Similarly, we can find RwB

reference of structure and perpendicular to the axis of
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TABLE II

rotation of the structure. Lateral force is the centrifugal

TRACTIVE FORCE ON EACH AXLE

force that act away from the wheel. This force always acts
in Y direction [15-19]. The formula of Centrifugal force is
Fc =

Safe speed

Total tractive

(km/hr)

effort

axle

(kN)

(kN)

180.34

Negligible

Negligible

124.83

Negligible

Negligible

99.69

Negligible

Negligible

84.34

196.13

32.68

73.62

215.75

36

. The speed taken is safe speed for accurate results.

Tractive effort on each

65.5

245.17

40.18

59.03

254.97

42.49

53.66

313.81

52.30

49.08

333.43

55.57

45.08

333.43

55.57

From table 2, it can be seen that tractive force decreases
with speed. Once the speed passes 100 km/hr the tractive
force becomes negligible.
Figure 4. Safe speed vs Centrifugal force

V. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS ON RAILWAY WHEEL

IV. LONGITUDINAL FORCE

Finite element method is used to analyses the response

Longitudinal force always acts in the Z direction. In

of the rail joint to the static and dynamic load. The Finite

Rail wheel condition the Longitudinal force is the Tractive

Element analysis is performed using structural analysis of

effort or Tractive force. Tractive force is the force used to

the ANSYS R19 workbench software after imported 3D

generate motion between a body and a tangential surface.

assemblies form CATIA software. ANSYS is a general-

Tractive force is used to describe the pulling or pushing

purpose finite element of modeling package for numerical

capability of a locomotive Values for traction force vary

solved problems. Like any finite element software, ANSYS

with weight of the bogie [20-23]. As we have taken WAG9

solves governing differential equations by breaking the

the value for the tractive force can be observed by the

problem into small elements. When the wheel is contact

below figure 5.

element and the rail is target element, the wheel and rail
will be different.
Through upgrading existing ways to analyze the impact
of wheel motion on the rail, finite element analysis (FEA)
is used as a tool for contact mechanics modelling,
assessment, and simulation of the Rail-Wheel contact. The
majority of

traditional

methods

and computational

approaches are limited to static solutions that do not
account for the whole rolling of the wheel. Furthermore,
various railway system model simplifications, such as
disregarding the setting pads in these investigations,
reduced the precision of the result.

Figure 5. Comparison of tractive force between WAG9 and WAG7 Loco
[2]
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Figure 9: Total deformation of model
Figure 4: CAD model of WAG9 engine

Figure 5: CAD model of curved track
Figure 10: Factor of safety of model

VI. RESULTS FROM FEA
Below are some of the graphs of Shear stress,
Equivalent stress and Total deformation to the Chord angle.
It can be seen that all the factors increase with increase in
chord angle.

Figure 6: Shear stress on model

Figure 11. Shear Stress (MPa) vs Chord Angle
Figure 7: Equivalent stress on model

Figure 12. Chord angle vs Equivalent elastic strain

Figure 8: Equivalent elastic strain on model
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●

The Value of equivalent stress (max) is very high
in case 10.

We determined Equivalent stress and compared it to the
ultimate tensile strength of steel, and based on the results,
we can conclude that the wheel will not fail under the
present conditions.
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